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Preface

T
his is the true story of the Clevenger family from Arizona 
Territory, and their unfortunate events as they trekked 
north to Washington Territory. Once the old, cantankerous 

Sam Clevenger and his wife, Charlotte, hired Frank Willson and 
John Johnson to help with the move, their fate took a dark turn. 
These true events were documented by journalists through the 
1887 trial and well into the 1900s, and stories have been told of 
Sam’s unfound treasure for nearly 130 years. But, this is the first 
detailed, documented, and vetted account of their bizarre and 
fascinating tale. 



Intro

Unfound Treasure

A
lthough it is not the point or the main focus of this 
story, it is definitely quite interesting. There is a 
treasure in the Northern Arizona Buckskin Mountains 

that has yet to be found—a treasure potentially worth a million 
bucks. 

For real.
I have nearly pinpointed this treasure thanks largely to the 

handwritten documentation I have compiled from county, state, 
territorial, and national archives. Documented occurrences with 
specific timelines are period accurate based on a Yavapai County, 
Arizona Territory, court case involving individuals with their own 
testimony as stated in an actual murder trial.

History can be easily skewed by translations of the media, 
word of mouth, and human nature. As newspapers and reporters 
delivered this story slowly east for years after the incidents (as 
far as New York City), the story was so mistranslated that a half-
black man became a white man, and even the last names of the 
individuals were swapped in certain cases, further confusing the 
truth. Treasure magazines, newspaper articles, and local gurus have 
relied upon stories that altered locations, dates, and individuals 
involved with no supporting evidence. In some cases these 
alterations appeared to be concealing the evidence of the treasure 
location, possibly with some purpose or merely by accident. 

Although this story is written as historical fiction, the basic 
facts herein are absolutely accurate to the timeline and locations. 
I say this within the certainty of 1886 records handwritten by the 
actual parties involved. Confessions and lies are exposed to the 
nth detail, not to be confused with hearsay from years of different 
stories being bent from ear to ear.
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A U.S. Cavalry Colt Single Action Army pistol, with a U,S. 
marked, matched serial number, was found in the newly mapped 
areas. Recent and detailed research uncovered other period-correct 
artifacts that matched the timelines. The modern technology used 
included aerial photography (scaled and overlain to period 1886 
maps and also scaled to match current specific landmarks), survey 
reference points, and GPS data. The research rendered a specific 
dirt road that is partially used for recreation today, but other parts 
are not recognizable as a usable road. Additionally, these period 
map overlays specifically, and easily, override and contradict roads 
and paths that many local treasure hunters of the last century have 
sworn upon. 

Sam and Charlotte Clevenger, a cranky old Arizona rancher and 
his sickly wife, were murdered in 1886. The complete liquidated 
assets of Sam’s life savings, including the sale of his ranch and his 
livestock, were reduced to gold bullion, then hidden. This story 
includes the murder, the manhunt, and, more importantly, gold—
gold that can be found. The research of this story revealed there is 
a very high probability this treasure is simply waiting to be found. 
There is no mention in any court documentation or testimony of 
the involved individuals that the proceeds of Sam’s liquidated assets 
have ever been found, with exception of approximately $500 Sam 
carried in his own pocket. 

Certainly, the release of this novel will draw some attention to 
the Buckskin Mountains of Northern Arizona and Southern Utah. 
If you choose to pursue it, I wish you luck in your hunt for this 
treasure. The amount of gold bullion is generally unknown, but in 
my estimation of the rancher’s possible liquidated savings, based on 
his asset sales alone, it is upwards of, if not more than, $5,000 (in 
1886). For standard gold bullion in today’s value (2016), this raw 
gold would be valued at close to $330,000. This does not include 
the antique value of the coins themselves, which could push this 
to a $1 million-plus payday. If you feel you have the skills and 
patience to seek real treasure, go get it!



Chapter 1

August 8, 1887  
Prescott Prison, Arizona Territory

“I
f I could jist get my hands on that sum-bitch just fer one
minute.” 
The raspy voice of the cowboy echoed from the prison 

cell. His dirty and tattered cloths smelled of mildew and sweat. His 
skinny and bowed saddle legs didn’t fill the Levi duck pants like 
they once did. His facial hair was long and scraggly. For only in his 
early 30s, he looked like a dripping mess of anxiety. 

The chubby guard sat listening in a small wooden chair. He was 
tilted back against the stucco wall facing the prisoners. The chair 
creaked and popped as the guard shifted his weight from hip to 
hip. For a heavier man, this probably wasn’t safe. The guard’s badge 
sat tight on his puffed chest. His shirt was missing the top three 
buttons, and his chest hair bulged out in an attempt to escape. 
The collar of his shirt was stained from neck sweat along with his 
rolled sleeves. His face was baby smooth and naturally flush red 
with dark bagged eyes. He chuckled at the voice he had just heard. 
The guard’s hands continuously wrapped and pulled at a rope with 
a freshly tied hangman noose. Tying and retying while counting 
the thirteen wraps of his hangman noose out loud was meant to 
make prisoners crawl in their skin. Playing with the short piece of 
rope was a habit for the guard, and taunting was his way of passing 
the time.

The cowboy placed another card face down. He spoke to himself 
quietly enough so that no one could hear his words. “Frank, hold it 
now. Hold it together now. I got this.” 

His sweat was now pouring down the bridge of his nose from 
under the brim of his hat. The prison cell was hot and the air was full 
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of sick odors of prisoners. The smell of urine mixed with smokers’ 
coughed air and stale chewing tobacco spit was ripe enough to 
gag a maggot. Not even a slight breeze slipped through the barred 
windows. Stuttering a little, the cowboy, Frank, spoke very quietly, 
but a little louder this time. 

“La-last card.” 
This was a card game of life or death. Each man’s fate was 

literally at hand. Each man, ever so clearly, knew the gravity of this 
game of fate.

A thirty-year-old Negro man, John, with a ragged mustache 
sat opposite from Frank on his own bunk within the same cell. As 
the two men glanced at each other, the Negro man’s sweaty hands 
shook. He slowly crouched down to the dusty prison floor. With 
a quick look up at Frank, the shaken Negro placed his palm over 
the seven tattered cards piled one on top of another. He had barely 
touched them when a chill shot through his body. Trembling, he 
paused, and in a very nervous and awkward crouch, he tried to 
speak. “I’m…” 

Whatever John wanted to say didn’t clear his lips. Quickly 
removing his hand from the cards, he leaned to his right and 
vomited violently against the cell wall. Beads of sweat turned to 
rivers of perspiration running down John’s brow. Both prisoners, 
equally terrified, sat with nearly uncontrollable fear. They both 
knew for some time what awaited them, but now the realization 
of raw justice was eminent in each breath they took. Wiping off 
his mouth with the torn sleeve of his shirt, John watched as the 
cowboy across from him followed suit with a heave of his own, but 
was able to retain the expulsion.

Frank coughed a few times and wiped his own mouth with the 
back of his hand. John closed his eyes tightly and positioned himself 
against the wall, trying to rest his tense body. His five-foot-six-inch 
frame was small, but so were most of the prisoners. The prison food 
was hardly palatable and came in small portions. Salted sawdust 
would have filled his stomach better. John’s mulatto complexion 
was dirt smudged. His boney cheeks were covered with a young 
man’s skin with traces of wire-black hairs not ready to become a 
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beard. The sparse and curly mustache looped into his upper lip. 
Bloodshot eyes seemed to be on the verge of bursting with tears at 
any second. Some sharp memories darted through his mind. He 
recalled Fort Thomas, Arizona Territory, and a legendary Indian 
Wars Army major, Anson Mills. That is where John’s life took a 
turn, landing him in this place and in this particularly disturbing 
card game.




